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Abstract
As prior work, several multiple particle swarm optimizers with sensors, that is,
MPSOS, MPSOIWS, MCPSOS, and HPSOS, were proposed for handling tracking
problems. Due to more efficient handling of these problems, in this chapter we
innovate the strategy of information sharing (IS) to these existing methods and
propose four new search methods that are multiple particle swarm optimizers with
sensors and information sharing (MPSOSIS), multiple particle swarm optimizers
with inertia weight with sensors and information sharing (MPSOIWSIS), multiple
canonical particle swarm optimizers with sensors and information sharing
(MCPSOSIS), and hybrid particle swarm optimizers with sensors and information
sharing (HPSOSIS). Based on the added strategy of information sharing, the search
ability and performance of these methods are improved, and it is possible to track
a moving target promptly. Therefore, the search framework of particle multi-
swarm optimization (PMSO) is established. For investigating search ability and
characteristics of the proposed methods, several computer experiments are carried
out to handle the tracking problems of constant speed I type, variable speed II type,
and variable speed III type, which are a set of benchmark tracking problems.
Owing to analyze experimental results, we reveal the outstanding search
performance and tracking ability of the proposed search methods.
Keywords: swarm intelligence, particle multi-swarm optimization,
information sharing, sensor, tracking performance
1. Introduction
Generally, the task of tracking a moving target is an important subject as a
real-world problem, for example, traffic management, mobile robot, safety guid-
ance, image object recognition, industrial controls, etc. which are frequently taken
up in various application fields [1–5]. In order to deal with dynamic optimization
problems, many search methods are applied, and the approach of particle swarm
optimization (PSO) in the area of swarm intelligence is one of them [6–11].
The technique of PSO is very easy to implement and extend. Based on its basic
search mechanism, main advantages have three built-in features: (i) information
exchange, (ii) intrinsic memory, and (iii) directional search, compared to other
existing heuristic and evolutionary techniques such as genetic algorithms (GA),
evolutionary programming (EP), evolution strategy (ES), and so on [12–15]. This is
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a reason why the technique of PSO is attracting attention and used in different
fields such as science, engineering, technology, design, automation, communica-
tion, etc.
As is well-known, the search tasks handled by the technique of PSO are a mass of
static optimization problems. The cause is simple for that the best information, that
is, the best solution of swarm search and the best solution of each particle itself, is
only recorded and renewed. Due to environmental change, the retained best infor-
mation is not modified to normally search. Thus, its mechanism cannot adapt
environment change or a moving target for dealing with tracking problems. Because
of overcoming the disadvantage of the technique of PSO, and extending the range
of its applications for dealing with dynamic optimization problems (including
tracking problem), it is necessary to improve its search functions by adding some
strategies into the mechanism of PSO [16, 17].
As prior work on handling the tracking problems by PSO, under a certain
dynamic environment, we have proposed not only three single particle swarm
optimizer with sensors, which are PSOS, PSOIWS, and CPSOS [18], but also four
multiple particle multi-swarm optimizers with sensors which are MPSOS,
MPSOIWS, MCPSOS, and HPSOS1 [19]. And for confirming the search effective-
ness of these proposed methods, several computer experiments were carried out to
handle the tracking problems of constant speed I type, variable speed II type, and
variable speed III type that belong to a set of benchmark problems.
In general, the search ability and performance of multiple particle swarms are
better than single particle swarm for handling same tracking problem. The com-
parative experiments on the finding were verified in literature [20]. According to
the obtained experimental results of the four multiple particle swarm optimizers
with sensors, MPSOIWS and HPSOS are better in search ability. MCPSOS is better
in convergence. MPSOS is better in the robustness with respect to variation in
sensor setting parameters. And many know-hows on the useful knowledge such as
their experimental findings are obtained [19]. As the search characters of particle
multi-swarm optimization (PMSO2), however, the search information (i.e., best
solution) obtained from each particle swarm is not shared to explore. For dealing
with this issue, we proposed a special strategy called information sharing and
introduced it to effectively solve static optimization problems [21].
In order to acquire further the search ability and performance of PMSO in
dealing with dynamic optimization problems, we innovate the strategy of informa-
tion sharing into the previous four multiple particle multi-swarm optimizers with
sensors and firstly propose the four new search methods, that is, multiple particle
swarm optimizers with sensors and information sharing (MPSOSIS), multiple par-
ticle swarm optimizers with inertia weight with sensors and information sharing
(MPSOIWSIS), multiple canonical particle swarm optimizers with sensors and
information sharing (MCPSOSIS), and hybrid particle swarm optimizers with
sensors and information sharing (HPSOSIS3).
This is a novel approach for the technology development and evolution of
PMSO itself. The crucial idea is to add the special confidence term into the updating
rule of the particle’s velocity by the best solution found out by particle multi-swarm
search to enhance the intelligent level of whole particle multi-swarm and build a
1HPSOS has the search characteristics of PSOS, PSOIWS, and CPSOS, which is a mixed search method.
2PMSO, generally, is just a variant of PSO based on the use of multiple particle swarms (including sub-
swarms) instead of a single particle swarm during a search process.
3HPSOSIS has the search characteristics of PSOSIS, PSOIWSIS, and CPSOSIS, which is a proposed
method in PMSO.
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new framework of PMSO [22]. Based on the improvement of the confidence
terms, it is expected to acquire the maximization of potential search ability and
performance of the four basic search methods of PMSO under the context of any
adjunctive computation resource.
Due to the revelation of the outstanding search ability and performance of the
proposed MPSOSIS, MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS, we take more detailed
data from the computer experiments. Based on these obtained data, furthermore,
we clarify the characteristics and search ability of the proposed methods by analysis
and comparison. This is the major goal of this research.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces three
basic search methods of PSO and these methods with sensors. Section 3 describes
the proposed four search methods of PMSO in detail. Section 4 implements several
computer experiments and analyzes the obtained results for investigating the search
ability and performance of these new search methods. Finally, the concluding
remarks and future research appear in Section 5.
2. Basic search methods of PSO
In spite of the fact that there are a lot of search methods derived from the
technique of PSO, they have evolved and developed from three basic search
methods of PSO [23]. These search methods, that is, the particle swarm optimizer
(the PSO) [24, 25], particle swarm optimizer with inertia weight (PSOIW) [26, 27],
and canonical particle swarm optimizer (CPSO) [28, 29], are common ground for
technology development of PSO and PMSO.
For the sake of convenience to the following specific description, let the search
space be N-dimensional, Ω∈RℜN, the number of particles in a swarm be Z, the
position of the ith particle be xi
!
¼ xi1; x
i
2;⋯; x
i
N
 T
, and its velocity be
vi
!
¼ vi1; v
i
2;⋯; v
i
N
 T
, respectively.
2.1 Method of the PSO
The original particle swarm optimizer is firstly created by Kennedy and Eberhart
in 1995. The method of a population-based stochastic optimization search is
referred to as the PSO.
In beginning of the PSO search, the position and velocity of the ith particle are
generated at random; then they are updated by the following formulation:
x
!i
kþ1 ¼ x
!i
k þ v
!i
kþ1 (1)
v
!i
kþ1 ¼ w0 v
!i
k þ w1r1
!
⊗ p
!i
k  x
!i
k
 
þ w2r2
!
⊗ qk
!
x
!i
k
 
(2)
wherew0 is an inertia weight, w1 is a coefficient for individual confidence, and w2
is a coefficient for swarm confidence. r1
!
and r2
!
∈ ℜN are two random vectors in which
each element is uniformly distributed over the range 0; 1½ , and the symbol⊗ is an
element-wise operator for vector multiplication. p
!i
k ¼ arg maxj¼1,⋯, k g x
!i
j
 n o
,

where g ð Þ is the criterion value of the ith particle at time-step k is the local best
position of the ith particle until now, and qk
!
¼ arg maxi¼1, 2,⋯

g p
! i
k
 n o
Þ is the
global best position among the whole swarm.
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In the PSO, w0 ¼ 1:0 and w1 ¼ w2 ¼ 2:0 are used. Since w0 ¼ 1:0, so the con-
vergence of the PSO is not good in whole search process [30]. It has the character-
istics of global search.
2.2 Method of PSOIW
For improving the convergence and search ability of the PSO, Shi and Eberhart
modified the updating rule of the particle’s velocity shown in Eq. (2) by constant
reduction of the inertia weight over time-step as follows:
v
!i
kþ1 ¼ w kð Þv
!i
k þ w1r1
!
⊗ p
!i
k  x
!i
k
 
þ w2r2
!
⊗ qk
!
x
!i
k
 
(3)
where w kð Þ is a variable inertia weight which is linearly reduced from a starting
value, ws, to a terminal value, we, with the increment of time-step k given by
w kð Þ ¼ ws þ
we ws
K
k (4)
where K is the maximum number of time-step for PSOIW searching. In the
original PSOIW, the boundary values are adopted to ws ¼ 0:9 and we ¼ 0:4,
respectively, and w1 ¼ w2 ¼ 2:0 are still used as the PSO.
Since the linear change of inertia weight from 0.9 to 0.4 in a search process,
PSOIW has the characteristics of asymptotical/local search, and its convergence is
so good in whole search process.
2.3 Method of CPSO
For the same purpose as the above described, Clerc and Kennedy modified the
updating rule for the particle’s velocity in Eq. (2) by a constant inertia weight over
time-step as follows:
v
!i
kþ1 ¼ Φ v
!i
k þw1r1
!
⊗ p
!i
k  x
!i
k
 
þw2r2
!
⊗ qk
!
x
!i
k
 
Þ

(5)
where Φ is an inertia weight corresponding to w0. In the original CPSO,
Φ ¼ w0 ¼ 0:729 and w1 ¼ w2 ¼ 2:05 are used.
It is clear that since the value of inertia weight, Φ, of CPSO is smaller than 1.0,
the convergence of its search is guaranteed by compared with the PSO search
[30, 31]. It has the characteristics of local search.
2.4 Basic search methods with sensors
We introduce the correspond to these foregoing search methods which are
particle swarm optimizers with sensors to handle dynamic optimization problems.
With adding sensors into the search methods of every particle swarm optimizer
described in Sections 2.1–2.3, it is possible to sense environmental change and a
moving target for improving the search ability and performance.
As an example, Figure 1 shows the positional relationship between the best
solution and sensors.
In a search process, the best solution of entire particle swarm is always set as the
origin of the sensor setting. Based on the sensing information (i.e., the measuring
position and its fitness value) of each sensor, we can observe the change of the
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surrounding environment and the moving target. In particular, updating the best
solution by Eq. (6) is an important search information:
qk
!
¼ y
! b
k
, if gt y
!b
k
 
¼ max
j¼1, 2,⋯
gt y
!j
k
 n o
> gt q
!
k
 
; qk
!
, otherwise

(6)
where y
!j
k is the jth sensor’s position (i.e., solution) at time k, y
!b
k is the best
solution for sensor detection, and gt ð Þ is the criterion for evaluation at time t.
On the other hand, regarding whether there are environmental change and a
moving target or not, it is implemented by using the following judgment criterion:
Δk ¼ gt q
!
k1
 
 gt1 q
!
k1
 
<0 (7)
where Δk is the difference in the fitness values between different functions at
the best solution q
!
k1.
If the judgment result of Eq. (7) is satisfied in a search process, the moving
target has occurred. The particle swarm is initialized at the time and then continu-
ous to begin particle swarm search. However, such initialization is not considered
on the continuity of environmental change; it is implemented around the coordi-
nate origin of the search range. As a new problem in the situation, if the distance
before and after movement becomes smaller, the time loss to search is greater for
finding out the new best solution.
By changing the coordinate origin of the initialization to the position of the best
solution, the above difficulty can be dissolved. Therefore, the best solution of whole
particle swarm is intermittently updated by sensing information.
And adding the judgment operation of Eqs. (6) and (7) into each method
described in Sections 2.1–2.3, the constructions of the search methods, that is,
particle swarm optimizer with sensors (PSOS), particle swarm optimizer with iner-
tia weight with sensors (PSOIWS), and canonical particle swarm optimizer with
sensors (CPSOS), can be conflated and completed to deal with the given tracking
problems.
3. Basic search methods of PMSO
Formally, there are a lot of the methods about PMSO [32]. For understanding
the formation and methodology of these proposed methods, let us assume that the
multi-swarm consists of multiple single swarms. The corresponding three kinds of
particle swarm optimizers described in Sections 2.1–2.3 can be generated by
construction and parallel computation [33]. Therefore, these constructed particle
multi-swarm optimizers, i.e. multiple particle swarm optimizers (MPSO), are
Figure 1.
Configuration of sensors.
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multiple particle swarm optimizers with inertia weight (MPSOIW), multiple
canonical particle swarm optimizers (MCPSO), and hybrid particle swarm opti-
mizers (HPSO), respectively.
Based on the development of the search methods in Section 2.4, similarly,
multiple particle swarm optimizers with sensors (MPSOS), multiple particle swarm
optimizers with inertia weight with sensors (MPSOIWS), multiple canonical
particle swarm optimizers with sensors (MCPSOS), and hybrid particle swarm
optimizers with sensors (HPSOS) were acquired by programming [19].
However, all of their updating rules have two confidence terms in the Eqs. (2),
(3), and (5) to be only used for calculating the particle’s velocity. Because of the use
of the mechanism to search, they are called as the elementary basic methods with
sensors of PMSO which have the same updating rule of the particle’s velocity
[20, 34].
For improving the search ability and performance of the previous described
elementary multiple particle swarm optimizers, furthermore, we add the special
confidence term into the updating rule of the particle’s velocity by the best solution
found out by the multi-swarm search, respectively. According to this extended
procedure, the four basic search methods of PMSO, that is, MPSOSIS, MPSOIWSIS,
MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS, can be constructed [18]. Consequently, these basic
search methods of PMSO augmented with the strategy of multi-swarm information
sharing are proposed [22].
It is clear that the added confidence term perfectly is in accordance with the
fundamental construction principle of PSO. And the effectiveness of the methods
has been verified by our experimental results [21].
3.1 Method of MPSOSIS
On basis of the above description of PMSO, as the mechanism of the proposed
MPSOSIS, the updating rule of each particle’s velocity is defined as follows:
v
!i
kþ1 ¼ w0 v
!i
k þw1r1
!
⊗ p
!i
k  x
!i
k
 
þw2r2
!
⊗ qk
!
x
!i
k
 
þw3r3
!
⊗ sk
!
x
!i
k
 
(8)
where sk
!
ð¼ arg maxj¼1,⋯, S g qk
!
 
j
 
. S is the number of the used swarms and is
the best solution chosen from the best solution of each swarm, w3 is a new confi-
dence coefficient for the multi-swarm, and r3
!
is a random vector in which each
element is uniformly distributed over the range 0; 1½ .
Since w0 ¼ 1:0 is used in each particle swarm search, the convergence of
MPSOSIS is not better than the PSO.
3.2 Method of MPSOIWSIS
In same way as the mechanism of MPSOSIS, the updating rule of each particle’s
velocity of the proposed MPSOIWSIS is defined as follows:
v
!i
kþ1 ¼ w kð Þv
!i
k þ w1r1
!
⊗ p
!i
k  x
!i
k
 
þ w2r2
!
⊗ qk
!
x
!i
k
 
þ w3r3
!
⊗ sk
!
x
!i
k
 
(9)
Since Eqs. (3) and (6) are alike in formulation, the description of the symbols in
Eq. (9) is omitted. Similarly, the convergence of MPSOIWSIS is as same as that of
PSOIW.
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3.3 Method of MCPSOSIS
Similar to the mechanism of MPSOSIS, the updating rule of each particle’s
velocity of the proposed MCPSOSIS is defined as follows:
v
!i
kþ1 ¼ Φ v
!i
k þ w1r1
!
⊗ p
!i
k  x
!i
k
 
þ w2r2
!
⊗ qk
!
x
!i
k
 
þw3r3
!
⊗ sk
!
x
!i
k
 	
(10)
Likewise, the description of the symbols in Eq. (10) is omitted. Since
Φ ¼ w0 ¼ 0:729, the convergence of MCPSOSIS is as same as that of CPSO.
3.4 Method of HPSOSIS
Based on the three search methods described in Sections 3.1–3.3, there are the
three updating rules of each particle’s velocity in the proposed HPSOSIS. The
mechanism of HPSOSIS is determined by Eqs. (8)–(10).
Due to the mixed effect and performance in whole search process, global search
and asymptotical/local search are implemented simultaneously for dealing with a
given optimization problem. It is obvious that HPSOSIS has all search characteris-
tics of the three basic methods, that is, PSO, PSOIW, and CPSO. Similarly, the
convergence of HPSOSIS is as same as that of HPSOS.
Based on the development of these methods in Section 2.4, here, we propose the
four basic methods with sensors of PMSO and describe the search methods with
sensors, that is, MPSOSIS, MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS, respectively, by
constructing the particle swarm optimizers with sensors described in Sections 3.1–3.3.
For indicating the image relation of the above describedmethodswith sensors,
Figure 2 simply shows the constitutional concept of the proposed four basic search
methodswith sensors of PMSO. It is clear that HPSOSIS is amixedmethodwhich is
composed of PSOSIS, PSOIWSIS, andCPSOSIS. Thus, HPSOSIS has different character-
istics of the abovemethods as a special basic searchmethodwith sensors of PMSO [18].
Regarding the convergence of the above proposed methods, it can be said that
the MPSOSIS has the characteristics of global search, MPSOIWSIS has the charac-
teristics of asymptotical/local search, and MCPSOSIS has the characteristics of local
search. With different search features, HPSOSIS has the characteristics of the above
three search methods. In a search process, it is expected to improve the potential
search ability and performance of PMSO without additional calculation resource.
4. Computer experiments and result analysis
Due to the track of a moving target, the setting parameters of each proposed
method described in Section 2.1 are used in every search case. The main parameters
are shown in Table 1 for the following computer experiments.
Figure 2.
The constitutional concept of the proposed four basic search methods with sensors of PMSO.
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The computing environment and software tool are given as follows:
• DELL: OPTIPLEX 3020, Intel(R) core (TM) i5-4590
• CPU: 3.30GHz; RAM: 8.0GB
• Mathematica: ver. 11.3
The tracking problems of constant speed I type, variable speed II type, and
variable speed III type are used in the following computer experiments. A target
object and its moving trajectories are shown in Figure 3. The search range of all
cases is limited to Ω∈ 5:12; 5:12ð Þ2.
The criterion of the moving target is expressed as follows:
gt x
!
k
 
¼
1
1þ x1k  xa tð Þ
 2
þ x2k  xb tð Þ
 2






t∈T
(11)
Parameter Value
Number of the used swarms, S 3
Number of particles in a swarm, Z 10
Total number of particle search, K 800
Radius of moving target, R 2.0
Number of sensors, m 5, 8, 11, 14
Sensing distance, r 0.0, 0.1,⋯, 1.0
Table 1.
Major parameters for handling the given tracking problems in computer experiments.
Figure 3.
Trajectories of the moving target. (a) Target object, (b) moving trajectory of constant speed I type, (c) moving
trajectory of variable speed II type, and (d) moving trajectory of variable speed III type.
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where (xa tð Þ, xb tð Þ) is the center coordination (position) of the moving target at
t time. T is a set of time series.
Specifically, for the moving trajectory of constant speed I type, (xa tð Þ, xb tð Þ) is
given as follows:
xa tð Þ
xb tð Þ
	 
¼ R
cos
2pi
K
 t
	 
sin
2pi
K
 t
	 
0
BBB@
1
CCCA, t∈T ¼ 0; 20;40;⋯;Kf g (12)
where K is the total number of searching on the whole circle of the particle
swarm search. The target object goes 40 steps with a regular interval for the
tracking problem of constant speed I type, the radius R of its trajectory is 2.0, and
the fitness value of center (vertex) position of the moving target is 1.0.
The moving trajectories of variable speed II type and variable speed III type and
their passing points, (xa tð Þ, xb tð Þ), are determined by adjusting the coefficient of the
time t up to two and three times for calculating xb tð Þ, respectively.
The difficulty index (DI) for handling these tracking problems shown in
Figure 3(b)–(d) is defined as follows:
DI ¼
Dmax
Dmin
(13)
where Dmax and Dmin 6¼ 0ð Þ are the distance between maximum and minimum of
the moving target object used, respectively.
By concreting calculation, the DIs of the tracking problems of constant speed I
type, variable speed II type, and variable speed III type are 1.0, 3.06, and 5.39,
respectively.
4.1 Characteristics of tracking target
In this section, we implement the proposed methods, that is, MPSOSIS,
MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS, respectively, for handling the three
tracking problems shown in Figure 3 and investigating their search ability and
performance in detail.
First, MPSOSIS, MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS were performed4 to
handle the tracking problem of constant speed I type which has a low-level of
difficulty, respectively. As an example, the obtained change patterns of the fitness
value of the best solution and the moving trajectory are shown in Figure 4.
We can see that the obtained variation of the best solution in whole search
process from the left parts of Figure 4 and the search trajectories are beautifully
drawn from the right parts of Figure 4(a)–(d), except for Figure 4(a). And
comparing to the left parts of Figure 4(a)–(d), a big difference of the search state is
clear with the origin of searching range as the center of initialization and the best
solution as the center of initialization. The moving trajectories of the latter are
relatively flat.
Moreover, when the target object moves, the fitness value of the best solution of
the particle multi-swarm suddenly drops, then it rapidly rises with the subsequent
search, and it is found that the peak of the target object is attained again. On the
other hand, depending on the variation in the fitness value in the time space of
4The search time is about 1.3 s for handling the tracking problem of constant speed I type.
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Figure 4, the obtained results show that MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS
have good search ability and tracking performance depending on the variation
patterns of the fitness values on the search space.
Next, for handling the tracking problem of variable speed II type which has a
middle level of difficulty, MPSOSIS, MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS were
performed, respectively. The obtained experimental results are shown in Figure 5.
We can see that the variation of the obtained best solution in whole search
process from the left parts of Figure 5(a)–(d), and the moving trajectories of
Figure 5.
The moving trajectory of the best solution for handling the tracking problem of variable speed II type. Left part,
time space; right part, search space. (a) MPSOSIS case, (b) MPSOIWSIS case, (c) MCPSOSIS case, and
(d) HPSOSIS case.
Figure 4.
The moving trajectory of the best solution for handling the tracking problem of constant speed I type. Left part,
time space; right part, search space. (a) MPSOSIS case, (b) MPSOIWSIS case, (c) MCPSOSIS case, and
(d) HPSOSIS case.
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variable speed II type are drawn almost smoothly from the right parts of Figure 5
except for Figure 5(a). Then, compared to the variation in the fitness value in the
time space of Figure 5, it is found that the falling range of the fitness value of the
best solution is slightly bigger due to the increase in difficulty of the given search
problem.
Subsequently, for handling the tracking problem of variable speed III type which
has a high level of difficulty, MPSOSIS, MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS
were performed, respectively. Figure 6 shows the obtained experimental results.
Similarly, we can see that the variation of search patterns in the time space of
Figure 6(a)–(d) for handling the given tracking problem. Except for the search
result of Figure 6(a), the search trajectories of Figure 6(b)–(d) are roughly drawn.
Then, compared with the variation in the fitness value in the time space of Figure 6,
it is found that the falling variation of the fitness value of the best solution is bigger
due to the increase in the difficulty of the given tracking problem.
The moving trajectories of MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS are roughly
drawn. Corresponding to this situation, it is clear that the smoothness of the moving
trajectory gradually deteriorated as the difficulty level of the tracking problem
increased. In addition, we can see that MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS are
more susceptible to target variation compared with MPSOSIS.
4.2 Effect of the number and sensing distance of sensors
For objectively and quantitatively evaluating the tracking ability and perfor-
mance of the proposed methods, we use an indicator such as cumulative fitness
(CF) for estimating the moving trajectory of the best solution. The CF is defined as
the following equation:
CF ¼
1
K
∑
K
t∈T, k¼1
gt sk
!
 
(14)
Figure 6.
The moving trajectory of the best solution for handling the tracking problem of variable speed III type. Left part,
time space; right part, search space. (a) MPSOSIS case, (b) MPSOIWSIS case, (c) MCPSOSIS case, and
(d) HPSOSIS case.
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Consequently, by changing the number m of the used sensors and changing the
sensing distance r, we implemented MPSOSIS, MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and
HPSOSIS to investigate their search ability and performance, respectively.
Hereinafter, we change the numberm of the used sensors and the sensing distance
r and implement the proposed methods for handling the given tracking problems.
First, computer experiments were carried out to handle the tracking problem of
constant tracking I type. In this case, the obtained search results (average value of
running ten times) are shown in Figure 7.
Comparing the search results of MPSOSIS, MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and
HPSOSIS shown in Figure 7, it is found that the difference in tracking performance
regarding the existence of sensors is very large with regard to the search ability.
That is, when r ¼ 0, they become the search results of the existing methods, that is,
MPSOIS, MPSOIWIS, MCPSOIS, and HPSOIS, and the significance of the proposed
methods is suggested as compared with these search methods.
On the other hand, when the sensing distance r exceeds 0.5 or more, it can be
confirmed that the tracking performance of MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and
HPSOSIS becomes low and unstable. The tracking performance is relatively high
within a certain range of the sensing distance r of the sensor. And when the number
m of sensors exceeds 8, there is not much difference in the search ability of these
methods themselves.
Second, computer experiments were carried out to handle the tracking problems
of variable speed II type and variable speed III type. The obtained search results are
shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.
By comparing the search results shown in Figures 7–9, it is clear that each
proposed search method has high tracking ability in each case. As the main search
characteristics, we can see that as the sensing distance r of the sensor increases and
Figure 7.
Effect of handling the tracking problem of constant speed I type with adjustment of the number m and sensing
distance r of sensors. (a) MPSOSIS case, (b) MPSOIWSIS case, (c) MCPSOSIS case, and (d) HPSOSIS case.
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Figure 9.
Effect of handling the tracking problem of variable speed III type with adjustment of the number m
and sensing distance r of sensors. (a) MPSOSIS case, (b) MPSOIWSIS case, (c) MCPSOSIS case, and
(d) HPSOSIS case.
Figure 8.
Effect of handling the tracking problem of variable speed II type with adjustment of the number m
and sensing distance r of sensors. (a) MPSOSIS case, (b) MPSOIWSIS case, (c) MCPSOSIS case, and
(d) HPSOSIS case.
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Figure 10.
Search ability of each proposed method for handling the tracking problem of constant speed I type. (a) m = 5
case, (b) m = 8 case, (c) m = 11 case, and (d) m = 14 case.
Figure 11.
Search ability of each proposed method for handling the tracking problem of variable speed type. (a) m = 5 case,
(b) m = 8 case, (c) m = 11 case, and (d) m = 14 case.
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Figure 12.
Search ability of each proposed method for handling the tracking problem of variable speed III type. (a) m = 5
case, (b) m = 8 case, (c) m = 11 case, and (d) m = 14 case.
Figure 13.
The best and average solutions for handling the tracking problem of constant speed I type. (a) MPSOSIS and
MPSOS case, (b) MPSOIWSIS and MPSOIWS case, (c) MCPSOSIS and MCPSOS case, and (d) HPSOSIS
and HPSOS case.
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Figure 14.
The best and average solutions for handling the tracking problem of variable speed II type. (a) MPSOSIS and
MPSOS case, (b) MPSOIWSIS and MPSOIWS case, (c) MCPSOSIS and MCPSOS case, and (d) HPSOSIS
and HPSOS case.
Figure 15.
The best and average solutions for handling the tracking problem of variable speed III type. (a) MPSOSIS and
MPSOS case, (b) MPSOIWSIS and MPSOIWS case, (c) MCPSOSIS and MCPSOS case, and (d) HPSOSIS
and HPSOS case.
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the fitness value of the best solution gradually increases and gradually decays after
passing through a certain peak value of the CF.
4.3 Performance comparison of the proposed methods
In this section, we compare the search performance of the four proposed
methods, that is, MPSOSIS, MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS, by handling
the same tracking problem. Figure 10 shows the search results obtained by handling
the tracking problem of constant speed I type.
We can see clearly that the search performance of MPSOSIS is the lowest
regardless of the number of sensors used. For the remaining three proposed
methods, that is, MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS, it is obvious that the
search performance of MCPSOSIS is good within a certain range of the sensing
distance r. Overall, it is clear that the search performance of MPSOIWSIS and
HPSOSIS is relatively better in search ability. As the sensing distance r increases, all
of their cumulative fitness values gradually decrease.
Similarly, Figures 11 and 12 show the search results obtained by handling the
tracking problems of variable speed II type and variable speed III type, respectively.
Observing the obtained search results of both, it is almost the same as the finding
obtained from the data analysis of the search result in Figure 10. In particular, it is
found that the search performance of each proposed method is very lower when
sensors are not used. In this case, the proposed methods (i.e., MPSOSIS,
MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS) correspond to the existing methods (i.e.,
MPSOIS, MPSOIWIS, MCPSOIS, and HPSOIS). Thus, the important role of the
used sensors is clearly shown.
4.4 Performance comparison without the strategy of information sharing
In order to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed methods under the situa-
tion of multiple particle swarm search, computer experiments on the existing search
methods, that is, MPSOS, MPSOIWS, MCPSOS, and HPSOS, were implemented.
For intuitive comparison of both, the obtained results are shown in Figures 13
and 15, respectively. When there is no sensor, it is understood that the difference
between them is the largest. It is also found that the attenuation of the cumulative
fitness of the latter becomes relatively fast as the sensing distance r increases.
Except for the results in Figures 13(a), 14(a), and 15(a), we discovered that the
search results of the proposed methods, that is, MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and
HPSOSIS, are better than the existing methods, that is, MPSOIWS, MCPSOS, and
HPSOS, except for the MPSOSIS case. Therefore, the effectiveness of the informa-
tion sharing strategy is confirmed even in the case of multiple particle swarm
search. The obtained results in Figures 14 and 15 show that the attenuation of the
existing methods becomes faster as r increases. However, with respect to handling
the three kinds of tracking problems, further investigation and confirmation are
required as to why the former’s search results are generally lower in the maximum
value of the cumulative fitness by the latter.
5. Conclusions and future research
In this chapter, we proposed the four new search methods, that is, MPSOSIS,
MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS, to deal with dynamic optimization prob-
lems. For investigating and comparing their tracking ability and performance, we
modified the number of sensors and adjusted the sensing distance to implement
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computer experiments. As the given tracking problems, we used a set of benchmark
problems of constant speed I type, variable speed II type, and variable speed III
type.
Computer experiments were carried out to handle each given tracking problem.
Based on various experimental results obtained, the prominent search ability and
performance of each proposed search method is confirmed.
Specifically, regarding search performance of the proposed methods, it is found
that the obtained search results of MPSOIWSIS, MCPSOSIS, and HPSOSIS are
better than the existing methods, that is, MPSOIWS, MCPSOS, HPSOS,
MPSOIWIS, MCPSOIS, and HPSOIS. Also, in addition to enhancing the processing
capacity for dealing with the given tracking problems, the efficiency of the search
itself is also improved. However, in order to obtain good tracking ability and
performance, it is necessary to select an appropriate value for the sensing distance
of the sensor.
As future research subjects, based on the sensing information obtained from the
sensors, we will advance the development of PMSO [22], that is, introducing the
strategy of sharing information during the search and raising the intellectual level in
particle multi-swarm search. Alternatively, the proposal methods utilizing the
excellent tracking ability of MPSOIWSIS and HPSOSIS are applied extensively to
dynamic search problems such as identification of control systems and recurrent
network learning.
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